The Hands-On Maturity and Enhancement program is dedicated to qualified young technicians who demonstrate limited hands-on skills and experience. The objective of this course is to improve skills and gain producer experience through a structured on-the-job training on the customer’s site.
TRAINING & SAFETY: APPLIED

PREREQUISITES
Applicants must have successfully completed their type rating.

DURATION
Tailored to the customer’s need with a minimum period of 2 months.

BENEFITS
• Specific to helicopter configurations
• Real work environment on the customer’s site
• Theory applied through maintenance tasks
• Immediate feedback
• Training program tailored to the customer’s operations
• The producer becomes independent on standard tasks

CONTENT
• Verification & Improvement of Standard Practices
• Safety Briefing
• First Line Operations Practices
• Inspections and Advanced Training

BRIEFING & EXPLANATION
TRAINER DEMONSTRATION FOR COMPLEX TASKS
TRAINEE PERFORMANCE & COACHING
CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

For more information, please contact:
Airbus Helicopters Training Services
contact.ahts@airbus.com